
Wareing Attitudes toward Science Protocol (WASP): These questions have been put 
together by joining Wareing’s questions on “Antecedents of Attitude toward 
Science” and the excerpt of her actual WASP tool. 

 
Qn. 
No.  

Statement SA A U D SD 

1. I am a curious person.      
2. I am a persistent science student.      
3.  Science is too noisy a school subject      
4.  Members of my family work in scientific careers      
5.  I am not a logical person      
6.  Science lessons are too complicated      
7.  There are no jobs of interest to me in science      
8.  Generally my science teachers have been quite 

good 
     

9.  I enjoy science labs      
10.  Not enough time is spent in science class.      
11.  My family encourages my interest in science.      
12.  Learning science helps me to cope with my world.      
13. I am sick of the “hows” and “whys” in science.      
14. I dislike details.      
15.  I like making new discoveries.      
16.  Generally even my teachers have not been fond of 

science. 
     

17.  I do not feel I am bright enough for science.      
18.  Scientists are strange people.      
19.  Topics in science class are boring.      
20. I enjoy our science book.      
21.  Science is too technical.      
22.  Generally my teachers have been quite 

knowledgeable in the sciences. 
     

23.  Science lessons are boring.      
24. There are too many science facts to be learned.      
25.  There is too much to memorize in science classes.      
26. I enjoy classifying objects.      
27.  I like exploring new ideas.      
28. I like experimenting.      
29.  We have a better world to live in because of 

science. 
     

30. Science helps people everywhere.      
31. Science is sensible.      
32. People live healthier lives because of science.      
33. The worst school subject is science.      
34. People live longer because of science.      



35. Students are like robots in science classes.      
36. Science discourages curiosity.      
37. Science does not make sense to people that are 

not scientists. 
     

38. Science teaches us to prepare for the future.      
39. Life would be dull without science.      
40. Science teaches us to accept different views.      
41. Science defends superstition.      
42. Listening to new ideas is valued in science.      
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       

 


